
Spelling Lesson 14 – The Life and Times of the Ant  
turkey  Sentence: We often eat roast turkey at holidays. Definition: large bird popular as a thanksgiving 
symbol  

lonely  Sentence: I feel lonely when I have to play alone. Definition: feeling alone and isolated  

colony  Sentence: The colony of ants collected food together. Definition: a community of living things  

steady  Sentence: Hold the camera steady for a clear picture. Definition: stable, consistent, and without 
movement  

hungry  Sentence: I eat when hungry and drink when thirsty. Definition: feeling a need or craving for food  

valley  Sentence: The mountain shadowed the valley below it. Definition: low lying land between hills or 
mountains  

hockey  Sentence: Ice hockey is a team sport played with a puck. Definition: sport in which goals are 
scored with a puck  

starry  Sentence: I could see constellations in the starry sky. Definition: full of or resembling stars  

melody  Sentence: The melody and the harmony made a lovely song. Definition: sequence of music notes 
that form a song  

movie  Sentence: We watched a funny movie at the theater. Definition: series of recorded images 
projected on a screen  

duty  Sentence: The duty of the police is to protect and serve. Definition: what one should or ought to do.  

drowsy  Sentence: I was drowsy and could hardly stay awake. Definition: feeling the urge to sleep  

chimney  Sentence: Smoke from the fire rose up the chimney. Definition: structure that guides smoke 
away from a fire  

plenty  Sentence: There is plenty of candy for everyone. Definition: a sufficient or abundant quantity  

daily  Sentence: The mail comes daily, except Sundays. Definition: every single day  

alley  Sentence: I ran down a narrow alley between buildings. Definition: narrow passage behind or 
between buildings  

fifty  Sentence: We charged fifty cents for the lemonade. Definition: the number after forty-nine  

empty  Sentence: There was no water in the empty glass. Definition: having nothing inside  

injury  Sentence: The wreck caused injury to her leg. Definition: harm or damage  

prairie  Sentence: A prairie is a grassland without trees. Definition: a treeless plain or grassland 


